Aiming at the problems available in the traditional method of cross-language text clustering, a Chinese-English cross-language text clustering algorithm based on Latent Semantic Analysis is put forward. [Method] With the method of Latent Semantic Analysis, Singular Value Decomposition of characteristic word-text matrix is carried out. The bilingual latent semantic space in Chinese-English is constructed to realize cross-language latent semantic association so as to reduce dimension and noise. The K-means algorithm which chooses the initial cluster center on the basis of the minimum similarity is adopted to avoid the effect of random selection of the initial cluster centers on the clustering effect.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet and increasingly more international communication, the network information resources have shown the multi-linguistic characteristics. The limitation of searching with only one language is becoming more and more obvious. Users are no longer satisfied with the retrieval by using the same language, instead, they are eager to search more information about other languages from the internet. Thus, how to cross the language barrier, realize information sharing and communication, and provide multilinguistic information on the internet for users with diverse language backgrounds effectively has become a hot spot of research on multi-linguistic information mining currently.
The text clustering is considered an effective means of data mining. By far, a lot of researches have been carried out by domestic and overseas scholars on monolingual text clustering. However, researches on cross-language text clustering are still immature. Crosslanguage text clustering refers to the division of different language types of document collections in the multi-linguistic context according to their similarities. Documents with similar themes and relevant contents are classified to the same cluster, while those with different contents are classified to different clusters. By integrating existing multi-lingual text clustering researches, Zhang have divided the multi-linguistic text clustering method into "clustering first, merging second" and "transformation first, clustering second" [1] . In the first case, multi-lingual texts are clustered respectively before merging and clustering. In the second case, multi-lingual is transformed to mono-language to realize clustering or transformation of the multi-lingual semantic space is conducted to realize clustering. The method of "clustering first, merging second" has been adopted by Chen for clustering of Chinese and English news text collections [2] . However, clustering in the monolingual context needs to be done first with this method, and the relationship of documents and characteristic items cannot be taken into comprehensive consideration, so it is likely to result in the significant defect of weight bias. Lawrence has taken the method of "transformation first, clustering second" to study RussianEnglish multi-language text clustering by translating the full text via machine translation systems and dictionaries [3] . Nonetheless, the translation highly depends on the performance of the translation system, so favorable translation effects cannot be assured.
Specific to the above problems, a Chinese-English cross-language text clustering algorithm based on Latent Semantic Analysis (CLTC-LSA) is proposed by this paper. Construction of bilingual latent semantic space in Chinese-English by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to realize cross-lingual latent semantic association so as to reduce dimension and noise. By using K-means algorithm that chooses the initial cluster center on the basis of the minimum similarity, the cross-language text clustering can be realized. The clustering effect is improved.
Research Ideas and The Basic Process
The mapping from Chinese-English text corpus to Chinese-English bilingual text space is realized by LSA in this paper. Characteristic words and texts are mapped to a low-dimension vector space via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and the noise information in the original semantic space is eliminated by reducing the dimension, thus fulfilling the cross-language semantic association. By using the improved K-means algorithm, the cross-language text 
Establishment of the Bilingual Latent Semantic Space
The basic idea of LSA is: supposing there's implicit correlation between words and words, words and texts, and texts and texts in the text collection, and such potential semantics can be extracted with the method of statistic calculation to realize the purpose of eliminating word association and simplifying text vectors. Via the SVD calculation of the characteristic word-text matrix of the text collection as well as the extraction of k maximum singular values and their corresponding singular vectors, a new matrix can be constructed to represent characteristic word-text matrixes of the original collection approximately.
The preliminary m×n characteristic word-text matrix X m×n =[x ij ] is formed by pre-treatment of texts, where, the weight calculation of x ij is divided into two parts. One is the partial weight L(i,j) that is used to record the frequency of the characteristic word i in the text j; and the other is the overall weight G(i) that is used to record the ability of identifying text semantics in the text collection by different characteristic words. Where, L(i, j) = lb(tf ij + 1) (3.2)
Where, p ij =tf ij /gf i . It refers to the "frequency of the occurrence of text j in case there is the characteristic word i". tf ij is the frequency of the characteristic word i in the text j, gf i is the frequency of the characteristic word i in the whole text collection; and n is the total text number of the text collection. As it is the bilingual corpus to be processed, Chinese and English characteristic words-text matrixes are formed respectively:
Where, mc is the number of Chinese characteristic words; me is the number of English characteristic words; n is the number of texts. To form the bilingual latent semantic space, 2 matrixes are merged:
Where, M is the (mc+me)×n matrix. Through SVD of M, it is assumed m=mc+me:
Where, U and V are orthogonal matrix, and ∑ is the diagonal matrix. An appropriate value k is selected, and k interception is conducted for U, ∑ and V matrix, that is, the first k columns of U are selected, the first k maximum singular values of ∑ are, as for the first k columns of V. Finally, the similar matrix M′ of X m×n is formed: 
K-means Text Clustering
K-means algorithm is a clustering algorithm based on division. Due to its concise algorithm idea, high clustering speed and positive clustering effect, its application to handling big data is rather extensive. However, because of the randomness of its initial cluster center selection, it is likely to result in local optimum and unstable clustering result. Therefore, this paper takes the K-means algorithm that chooses the initial cluster center on the basis of the minimum similarity for cross-language text clustering experiment.
Selection of the Initial Cluster Center
When conducting K-means text cluster experiment, it can be found it imposible to calssify the text with the minimum similarity (the farthest) to the same cluster, so two texts with the minimum similarity are taken as the initial cluster centers. Among the rest (N-2) texts, the one having the minimum similarity product to the previous two initial cluster centers is taken as the third initial cluster center. Similarly, among the rest (N-3) texts, the one having the minimum
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Huihong Lan similarity product to the previous three initial cluster centers is taken as the fourth initial cluster center. The rest is deduced by analogy so that K initial cluster centers can be found.
Description of the K-means
The K-means text clustering algorithm that chooses the initial cluster center on the basis of the minimum similarity is described below:
Input: the text collection N and the cluster number K. Output: K clusters and K cluster centers.
Step 1: K initial cluster centers are selected according to Section 4.1, the specific process of which is shown below:
Step1. Step1.4: The rest is deduced by analogy, thus, all K initial cluster centers can be found.
Step 2: As for the rest (N-K) texts, the similarity of each text and K cluster centers is calculated, and the text is classified to the cluster with the maximum similarity.
Step 3: K cluster centers are calculated again.
Step 4:
Step 2 and 3 are repeated until there's no more change for each cluster.
Experiment and Result Analysis
Source of Bilingual Corpus and Pre-treatment
The open source crawler program Hertrix is used to capture Chinese-English bilingual news on China Daily, 21 Century, VOA bilingual news, FT China, and Financial Network [4] . 727 texts of Chinese-English paralleled news corpus are obtained, as shown in Table 1 Table 1 :Chinese-english bilingual corpus To reduce inconvenience caused by coding of different languages, all Chinese-English bilingual texts are shifted to UTF-8 coded format by the Chinese-English language recognition program. Then, languages are identified by use of the difference in their coding scopes (The Chinese UTF-8 coding scope is between 00000080-000007FF and 00000800-0000FFFF, and the English UTF-8 coding scope is 00000000-0000007F) [5] .
After language recognition, the ICTCLAS2014 of Chinese Academy of Sciences is used for pre-treatment of the Chinese text information, that is, word segmentation, stop word removal and characteristic word extraction for Chinese texts. Regarding English texts, PorterStemmer is adopted for deformation, stemming, and characteristic word extraction.
Experimental Evaluation Indexes and Baseline Algorithm
In this experiment, Precision, Recall and F-measure are taken as evaluation indexes to measure the clustering quality. The "Chinese-English mixed cross-language text clustering (CLTC)" is taken as a contrast to explore the effect of CLTC-LSA.
CLTC: In this experiment, 1454 Chinese and English mixed texts are directly clustered using K-means algorithm that initial cluster center is selected by the minimum similarity.
Experimental Result Analysis
CLTC-LSA, Firstly, SVD of 1454 Chinese and English bilingual texts is carried out by LSA to construct the bilingual latent semantic space in Chinese-English. Secondly, K-means algorithm that initial cluster center is selected by the minimum similarity is used to cluster. TF*IDF is used to represent the text characteristics in the paper. The number of reserved characteristic words of each text s and the selection of value k in SVD have different impacts on the clustering result. In the experiment, the top 5, 10, 15, and 20 characteristic words are selected as the value s and 100, 150, 200 and 300 are selected as the value k. The Precision, Recall and F-measure of the clustering results are calculated according to different parameters. The result of CLTC and CLTC-LSA as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . The F-measure of different clustering strategies is shown in Fig. 2 .
As can be seen from Table 3 , When s and k are small, the characteristic word coverage scope will be too small, and the characteristic word-text matrix will be excessively compressed, so the original semantics will be unable to be expressed; when s and k is too large, the noise attenuation effect will be poor, so the clustering quality will be affected. When s=15 and k=200, three indexes, namely, Recall, Precision, and F-measure of the clustering result can be optimal. As can be seen from Fig. 2, when k=150, 200 , and 300, the F-measure of CLTC-LSA is better than that of CLTC, especially when s=15 and k=200, the F-measure is optimal. Compared to CLTC, 13.96 percentage points can be improved.
Experimental results show that CLTC-LSA can achieve positive clustering effects. The clustering effect is better than CLTC. Table 2 : Results of cltc Table 3 : Results of cltc-lsa
Conclusions
Aiming at the problems available in the traditional method of cross-language text clustering, this paper proposes a algorithm of CLTC-LSA. The main contributions of this paper are: (1) construction of bilingual latent semantic space in Chinese-English by use of LSA to realize cross-linguistic latent semantic association and reduce the overhead of the operation; (2) using minimum similarity method to select K-means initial cluster center for cross-linguistic text clustering and solve the problem that the initial cluster centers are randomly selected which make the clustering results unstable. The clustering effect is improved; (3) each text retains the top 5, 10, 15, and 20 characteristic words, and selection of the different spatial dimension value k, experimental evaluation of CLTC-LSA and CLTC is carried out. When k=150, 200 and 300, CLTC-LSA has better performance than CLTC. Especially, when s=15 and k=200, the Fmeasure can be optimal. Compared to CLTC, 13.96 percentage points can be improved.
Experiment results show that this method has greatly improved the cross-language text clustering quality effectively. The clustering effect is better than CLTC. In the future, we will continue to expand the scale of the corpus and select more characteristic words for experimental comparison. LSA will be applied to cross-lingual text clustering in more languages.
